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Why do you think work placement or internship
opportunities for language graduates will
increase in the future?
Due to expanding
of international
business contacts

Demand. We focus
on food and drink
exports and
tourism which are
growing industries.

We have always
done internships
and had contacts
with native
speaking
foreigners

Because we plan
to expand our
network of
graduate
ambassadors
going forward.

for a generational
change, for a
natural exchange,
for new
acquisitions

The global market

Because we are a
high growth global
business with
partners in all
parts of the world.

Migration and
globalization

goal of
internationalization
Economic
development

Because we are
planning to
develop

More
communication in
the globalized work

Expanding
interest to
Bulgaria as a
tourist
destination

Further
development and
consequent need
for additional staff
with these skills.

I think so because
using foreign
languages is
becoming a main
requirement
when applying for
a position and in
addition, it gives
more
opportunities for
professional
development!
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Could you specify skills that your organisation
requires now and Higher Education is currently
not providing?
Communication skills,
presentation and media
training, technical skills
relating to alcoholic
beverages.

It's a common fact that
foreign language
graduates can't use the
language fluently. I
guess this is due to not
enough language
practice with native
speakers.

Software
engineering for
front end and
online user
experience (UX)
We also see a lack
of Data Science
and Statistical /
Analytical
students.

Soft skills are a big issue but This is
not just the role of academics.

More practical and
office based skills
would be a plus.

ability to relate to people in
the field of work, technical
expertise

practical skills

business
awareness/demon
strating
commercial
awareness skills,

Flexibility

Motivation,
responsibility,
self-discipline

Excellent knowledge of the
language and its literature

business
organization and
management of
language projects

Business acumen
within the language
industry

Very good
knowledge of
English, Russian
and Ukrainian

Critical thinking
and creativity are
skills required in
the workplace as
not every similar
issue has the
same resolution
and there is a
need to find
alternative
solutions.

We have a demand for
Graduates who are
interested in working
within Technology - this is
something that Higher
Education is providing just
not in large enough
numbers!

Practical
training
with real
orders

Commun
ication
skills,
commun
ication
psycholo
gy.
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